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Neoclassicism (from Greek Î½Î-Î¿Ï‚ nÃ¨os, "new" and Latin classicus, "of the highest rank") is the name given
to Western movements in the decorative and visual arts, literature, theatre, music, and architecture that draw
inspiration from the "classical" art and culture of classical antiquity.Neoclassicism was born largely thanks to
the writings of Johann Joachim Winckelmann, at the time of the ...
Neoclassicism - Wikipedia
Neoclassical Hellenism is a term introduced primarily during the European Romantic era by Johann Joachim
Winckelmann
Hellenism (neoclassicism) - Wikipedia
The North American Mycological Association (NAMA) is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization with 80 affiliated
clubs and over 1,500 members. NAMA is committed to the promotion of scientific and educational activities
related to fungi.
Mushroom Cultivation Resources - North American
A Antiguidade ClÃ¡ssica - um termo que compreende a cultura da GrÃ©cia Antiga e da Roma Antiga - jamais
foi inteiramente esquecida no ocidente. Mesmo que tenha passado por perÃ-odos de relativa obscuridade,
sua heranÃ§a permaneceu viva de vÃ¡rias maneiras nos longos sÃ©culos que se passaram desde a queda
de Roma, e em vÃ¡rios perÃ-odos se verificaram ressurgÃªncias mais ou menos intensas de ...
Neoclassicismo no Brasil â€“ WikipÃ©dia, a enciclopÃ©dia livre
Erkki MELARTIN String Trio Op. 133 â€¢ 1927 â€¢ a remarkable work wherein Modernist and traditional
harmonies are mysteriously combined, with shifts in styles and textures. Overshadowed by Sibelius, Melartin
(1875-1937) was a prolific composer, as well as a conductor, philosopher, mystic, naturalist, painter, linguist,
and an influential teacher.
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